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My invention relates to a wall type heater, 
that is, a heater positioned in a recess or an 
opening in a wall. 
The object of the invention is to minimize 

the deposit of particles of matter on the wall 
above the heater. Such deposit is commonly 
known as smudging. 
In accordance with my invention, I provide a 

deflector which is disposed adjacent to but spaced 
from the top wall of the heater casing and the 
top of the frame, and which also projects be 
yond the front face of the heater. This de 
?lector provides, together with said top wall and 
the top of the frame, a passage for free flow of 
cooler air continuously to and a little beyond  
the front face of the heater, and the deflector also 
directs the hot air away from the heater and 
the wall. The dei-lector projects from the front 
face of the heater a suiiicient extent to keep 
the relatively hot and relatively cool air streams ' 
separated until they have attained substantially 
vertical direction of flow. 
These and other objects are effected by the 

invention as will be apparent from the following 
description and claims taken in connection with 
the accompanying drawings, forming a part of 
this application, in which: 

Fig. l is a perspective View showing the heater 
mounted in a wall; 

Fig. 2 is a vertical section taken on the line . 

Fig. 3 is a section taken on the line III-III 
of Fig. 2, looking upwardly; and, 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary front elevational view, 
showing the passage for the cooler air provided 
by the deflector. 
The heater is of the wall or wall insert type 

and is shown on the drawing as disposed mainly 
but not entirely within `a recess I0 provided in 
the wall Il. The heater is provided with an 
outer casing l2 which includes a rear wall i3; side 
walls I4, an inclined top wall I5 and a bottom 
wall I6. It further includes an inner casing or 
deñector l1 provided with a rear wall i8, side 
walls I9, `a bottom wall 2U and an inclined top 
wall 2|, said walls being disposed in spaced rela 
tion to the corresponding walls of the outer cas 
ing I2. The heating means is disposed within 
the inner casing. It comprises a heating ele 
ment 22 which is supported upon the bottom wall 
20 of the inner` «casing or deflector I1 and having 
a passage 24 communicating with a registering 
opening in the bottom wall 20. 
A frame 25 extends around the front of the 

casing I2. This frame has a front wall 26, an 
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inner wall or flange 2l extending slightly in 
wardly of the casing i2, and an inclined outer 
wall or iiange 2E, the edge of which abuts against 
the face of the wall il. A grille or grille panel 
3i extends across the front face of the heater, 
and is disposed within and mounted on the frame 
25 by means of pins 32 and spacer bushings 33. 
The grille 3l is thus a unit with, and is removable 
with, the frame 2c. The frame is secured in 
place in any suitable manner, such as by screws 
31E. 
In accordance with my invention, I provide the 

deflector 3&5 which comprises a short horizontal 
portion disposed cntop oi the grille 3i and secured 
between said top and the spacer bushings 33. 
The defiector further comprises an inner inclined 
portion St which extends along but spaced from 
the inclined top wall it of the outer casing, and 
it further includes an inclined outwardly pro 
jecting portion 3l. As will be noted from the 
drawings, particularly Fig. 2, there is thus pro 
vided a passage 35i, which extends ñrst between 
the defiector portion Sii and the top wall l5, 
>then between the horizontal portion of the de 
iiector and the inner flange 2l of the frame and 
then between the outer de?lector portion 3l and 
the front wa1l2?i of the frame. 
The sup-ply of electric current to the heating 

element is controlled by any suitable means, the 
details of which form no part of this invention. 

Operation 

rl‘he ñow of air is indicated by the arrows on 
the drawing and will be clear therefrom. Air 

_ enters through the openings in the lower portion 
of the grille Si and is discharged therefrom 
through openings in the upper portion of the 
grille. .A major portion of the air enters through 
the lower portion ci the grille into the space 
between the outer and inner bottom walls it» and 
2U. Some of this air passes through the open 
ings in the bottom wall 2t and the heating ele 
ment, and provides the hottest stream of air. 
The heated air discharged from the top of the 
heating element is deñected by the inner wall 2| 
and is discharged through openings in the ad 
jacent portion of the grille 3|. Another stream 
of air enters the openings in the grille above 
the inner bottom wall 2t, iiows upwardly in con 
tact with the heating element 22 and is heated 
thereby, and then mixes with the heated air 
leaving the interior of the heating element. An 
other portion of the air entering the space be 
tween the walls i6 and 2€! passes upwardly 
through the space between the inner and outer 
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rear walls and this air stream remains relatively 
cool as it does not pass in contact with the heat 
ing unit. This air stream serves to cool the 
inner casing. A portion of this air stream passes 
through the passage between the inner top Wall 
2| and the baille 3S and is mixed to some ex 
tent With the hot air leaving the heating unit. 
Thus, a relatively hot air stream is discharged 
through the upper openings in the grille 3|. 
Another portion of the relatively cool air pass- ‘ 

ing between the rear walls passes through the 
above-mentioned passage 38 beginning with the 
space between the baffle 36 and the outer top wall 
i5. As this relatively cool air stream is dis 
charged from the space between the deilector por 
tion 31 and the front wall 26 of the frame, its 
direction has been changed to substantially ver 
tical upward direction. The relatively hot air 
discharged through the openings in the upper 
portion of the grille 3| is deflected outwardly : 
laway from the wall by the projecting portion 31 of 
the deflector, and then flows upwardly in parallel 
with the relatively cool air stream. The rela 
tively cool air stream provides a blanket which 
separates the hot air stream from the wall and 
thereby minimizes the deposit of particles on the 
wall. 
An important characteristic of the deflector is 

that the outwardly projecting portion 31 pro 
jects outwardly a sufficient distance to permit the 
cool air stream to attain a substantially verti 
cal direction before it is able to mix with the hot 
air stream. In this way, the air streams are 
caused to flow upwardly in parallel with a mini 
mum of mixing and turbulence. To this end, 
the deflector portion 31 projects outwardly a dis 
tance at least as great or preferably greater than 
the minimum width of the passage 38, namely, 
the space between the horizontal portion of the 
deilector and the adjacent flange 27. In one em 
bodiment of the present invention, the width of 
the spacing between the horizontal portion of the 
deflectoi and the adjacent flange 2l, as deter 
mined by the spacer bushings 33, is ? inch. 
Another characteristic of the deflector is that 

it extends inwardly a sufñcient distance to di 
vide the air going into the passage 38 before the 
air flowing below the defiector mixes with the 
hot air below the inner top wall 2|. 
While I have shown my invention in but one 

form, it will be obvious to those skilled in the 
art that it is not so limited, but is susceptible of 
various changes and modifications without de 
parting from the spirit thereof. 
What I claim is: 
1. A heater of the wall insert type comprising 

a casing having rear, side and top walls and hav 
ing substantial open area in the front face, a 
heating element disposed within the casing, a 
partition or deñector disposed between the heat 
ing element and the rear and top walls and 
spaced from the latter to shield the latter from 
the heat of the heating element and also to pro 
vide therewith a passage for relatively cool air, 
and a deilector extending inwardly of said cas 
ing between said top wall and said partition to 
provide a passage above the def-lector for rela 
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4 
tively cool air and including a portion project 
ing forwardly of the forwardmost portion of the 
heater above the def-lector a distance at least as 
great as the minimum width of the last-men 
tioned passage, said projecting portion thereby 
serving to deflect the hot air away from the front 
face of the heater and to maintain the hot and 
the relatively cool air streams divided until the 
latter attains substantially Vertical flow. 

2. A heater as set forth in claim 1 and further 
including a grill extending across the front face 
of the heater, said deilector being attached to 
and carried by said grill adjacent the top thereof 
and removable therewith as a unit. 

3. A heater of the wall insert type comprising  
an outer casing having rear, side and bottom 
walls and an outwardly inclined top wall, an in 
ner casing having a rear, side and bottom walls 
and an outwardly inclined top wall, the walls of 
the inner casing being disposed in opposed but 
spaced relation to the corresponding walls of the 
outer casing, a heating element disposed within 
the inner casing, said inner and outer casings 
having substantial open areas in the front face 
of the heater, and an air deflector comprising a 
portion extending parallel to but spaced from the 
inclined top wall of the outer casing and another 
portion extending to a point beyond the front 
face of the heater, the outer edge of said deflec 
tor being’spaced horizontally from the forward 
most portion of the heater above the deflector 
a distance at least equal to the minimum width 
of the passage above the deflector. 

4. A heater of the wall insert type comprising 
an outer casing having rear, side and bottom walls 
and an outwardly inclined top wall, an inner cas 
ing having a rear, side and bottom walls and an 
outwardly inclined top wall, the walls of the in 
ner casing being disposed in opposite but spaced 
relation to the corresponding walls of the outer 
casing, a heating element disposed within the 
inner casing, said inner and outer casings hav 
ing substantial open areas in the front face of 
the heater, a frame disposed about the open 
front face of the outer casing, a grille disposed 
within and attached to said frame and extending 
across the front face of the heater, a deflector 
disposed on top of and attached to said grille 
and extending inwardly and outwardly from the 
grille, said deflector being spaced from the outer 
inclined top wall and the frame to provide with 
them a passage for relatively cool air, and to de 
fleet the heated air flowing below said deilector. 

NOEL E. BLAZER. 
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